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Abstract: With aggressive scaling of device geometries, density of manufacturing faults is expected
to increase. Therefore, yield of complex Multi-Processor Systems-on-Chips (MP-SoCs) will decrease
due to higher probability of manufacturing defects especially, in dies with large area. Therefore,
disintegration of large SoCs into smaller chips called chiplets will improve yield and cost of complex
platform-based systems. This will also provide functional flexibility, modular scalability as well as
the capability to integrate heterogeneous architectures and technologies in a single unit. However,
with scaling of the number of chiplets in such a system, the shared resources in the system such as
the interconnection fabric and memory modules will become performance bottlenecks. Additionally,
the integration of heterogeneous chiplets operating at different frequencies and voltages can be
challenging. State-of-the-art inter-chip communication requires power-hungry high-speed I/O
circuits and data transfer over long wired traces on substrates. This increases energy consumption and
latency while decreasing data bandwidth for chip-to-chip communication. In this paper, we explore
the advances and the challenges of interconnecting a multi-chip system with millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) wireless interconnects from a variety of perspectives spanning multiple aspects of
the wireless interconnection design. Our discussion on the recent advances include aspects such
as interconnection topology, physical layer, Medium Access Control (MAC) and routing protocols.
We also present some potential paradigm-shifting applications as well as complementary technologies
of wireless inter-chip communications.

Keywords: wireless interconnect; multi-chip system; heterogeneous system; in-package memory; IoT

1. Introduction

For decades, the silicon industry has exploited Moore’s law to satisfy the exponential growth in the
functionality required for high-performance computing nodes such as servers and embedded systems.
However, in recent years continuous scaling down of transistors and scaling up of operating frequency
resulted in a drastic increase in the power consumption of Integrated Circuits (ICs). Hence, multicore
chips or Multi-Processor System-on-Chips (MP-SoCs) come into play to take advantage of parallel
execution on the same die without the need to scale up frequency [1,2]. In modern processors designed
using advanced process technologies, the number of individual functional cores has increased to the
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order of hundreds and Network-on-Chip (NoC) has emerged as a scalable, modular interconnection
architecture for such large multicore chips [3]. However, it is important to note that for advanced
process nodes, different factors such as sub-wavelength lithography, line edge roughness, and random
dopant fluctuation can cause a wide process variation, which can result in higher fault density [4] and
hence, lower yield. Therefore, disintegration of large and complex multicore processors into smaller
chips called, chiplets is used to alleviate the effect of higher fault densities in advanced technology
nodes [5]. This is because the disintegration will decrease the area of individual chips and therefore,
improve yield of the individual chips. Table 1 shows the increase in yield for implementing a system
with increasing number of chips ranging from a single monolithic chip to 16 chips manufactured in a
300 mm round wafer. We consider a total of 64 cores in the system and a moderate fault density of
0.13/cm2 as reported by International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [6] for current
process nodes. The yield has been calculated using the Murphy model [7] as shown in Equation (1):

y =

[
1− e−AD

AD

]2

(1)

where Y is the yield, A is the die area, D is the defect density. Disintegrating a large chip with 64 cores
into smaller chips or chiplets will result in steadily increasing yield. These smaller chips or chiplets
are integrated onto a platform-based system and enable integration of chiplets from heterogeneous
process technologies or functionalities. This in turn, offers both process and functional flexibility in the
design while eliminating the design and manufacturing complexity of large SoCs.

Table 1. Yield improvement with chip size reduction.

Dies Per Package Cores Per Die Die Dimension (X × Y) (mm) Good Die Per Wafer Yield (%)

1 64 20 × 20 86 60.8
2 32 20 × 10 232 77.5
4 16 10 × 10 545 87.9
8 8 10 × 5 1186 93.7

16 4 5 × 5 2471 96.8

Multicore multi-chip computing modules with multiple processors or chiplets can be found in
a wide range of platform-based designs from servers to embedded systems. An example of such
multicore multi-chip module is the AMD EPYC series released in 2017 [8], which is a processor
system designed for sophisticated servers. The EPYC Threadripper processor node is available as a
4-chip System-in-Package (SiP) with 8 cores in each chip, fabricated in 14 nm lithography technology.
However, these new approaches require multiple chips to be interconnected efficiently to ensure
desired performance with low cost. Moreover, the existing multi-chip systems can have processing
chips such as multicore chips, CPUs, GPUs or a heterogeneous mix of such chips [9] (e.g., AMD’s
Fusion Accelerated Processor Units (APUs)) depending upon desired functionality. Applications
running in a heterogeneous environment comprising of CPU and GPU chips require low latency and
energy efficient memory access mechanism to ensure high performance. In such systems, different
kinds of traffic interactions exist such as bandwidth-sensitive memory accesses and latency-sensitive
control or cache-coherency messages. To ensure high performance for such multicore multi-chip
system, a cache coherency aware interconnect is highly desirable to enable multicast/broadcast-based
cache coherency/control message transmission without degrading system performance as even a
small proportion of such messages can substantially impact the overall performance [10]. Moreover,
due to scaling up of the number of individual chips in the multi-chip system, (homogeneous or
heterogeneous) shared resources such as interconnect and memory subsystem are going to become
a dominant bottleneck. As the number of multicore processors in the system increase, the average
throughput per core in the system decreases. This is because, for a uniform random distribution
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of hence it creates a bottleneck for the inter-chip interconnection fabric. The same phenomenon is
observed for a decrease in localization of data packets within the same chip [11].

In traditional multi-chip platforms, inter-chip communication happens through C4 bumps or
through Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) or PCI express (PCIe) which is a common local
I/O bus standard. Recent trends according to the ITRS [6] predicts that the pitch of the wired I/O
interconnects, solder bumps or pads in ICs is not scaling as fast as the gate lengths or pitch of
on-chip interconnects. This implies a gap in density and performance of traditional I/O systems
relative to on-chip interconnections. The wiring complexity of both on-chip and off-chip interconnects
exacerbates the problem by posing design challenges, crosstalk, and signal integrity issues [12].
Moreover, typically intra-chip and inter-chip interconnections are designed separately to provide
design flexibility and modular design approach. However, switching between protocols is necessary if
the off-chip communication protocol is different from the on-chip one incurring overheads in inter-chip
data transfer. Moreover, each of the heterogeneous components might operate at different voltages and
frequencies and therefore will need voltage/frequency conversion while communicating with memory
modules or other chips in the system. Therefore, we need an energy efficient, seamless, scalable
interconnection network, which can address homogeneous, heterogeneous and memory integration
challenges for different multi-chip environments/systems.

While metallic inter-chip interconnects are not scaling well, research in recent years have
brought to light many emerging alternative interconnect solutions such as inter-chip photonics [13],
vertically integrated monolithic 3D ICs [14] or silicon interposers [15,16] as solutions to the off-chip
interconnection challenges. However, each interconnect technology has some challenges associated
with them. The inability of the pitch scaling makes the adoption of photonic interconnects challenging
for high complexity scalable multi-chip systems. Moreover, thermal tuning of on-chip electro-optic
modulators can be power hungry and unreliable with thermal variations of the dies. In 3D
integration of ICs, complex thermal management techniques are required to address the higher power
dissipation densities in 3D ICs due to smaller footprints. These thermal management techniques
vary from dynamic power management methods such as Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling
(DVFS), temperature-aware task migration [17] or microfluidic cooling channels for better heat
circulation [18]. Microfluidic channels, while very effective at cooling chips, need fluid intake pipes
through the packaging making the whole system complex. Moreover, die thinning for fabrication
of Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs), particularly if co-existing with microfluidic channels, result in low
yields. The use of silicon-interposers, which are themselves large dies with abundant wiring resources
seem to emerge as a low-cost and high-yield alternative to photonic or monolithic 3D integration.
However, the interposer-based integration methodology still engages metallic wires, which can incur
high latency and power consumption over long distances affecting the scalability of the system [19].
To demonstrate the impact of increase in number of chips in a multi-chip system we have considered
an example where, a total of 64 cores in the system are disintegrated into multiple multicore chips.
The 64 cores are equally distributed among all the chips in the system resulting in three configurations
with four 16-core chips, eight 8-core chips and sixteen 4-core chips. The cores within each multicore
chip are interconnected with a 4 × 4 mesh and the inter-chip communication happens through a
silicon interposer creating an extended mesh topology by connecting the switches on the boundaries
of adjacent cores as shown in Figure 1a. Four DRAM stacks implementing a distributed memory
subsystem is also considered. Each switch implements wormhole switching [20] with dimension order
routing and is considered to have 4 Virtual Channels (VCs) per port and a buffer depth of 4 flits per VC.
The wired link characteristics in each chip as well as in the interposer are modeled from global wire
models with 0.2 pF/mm parasitic capacitance [21]. The switches are characterized from post-synthesis
models using 65 nm technology node [22]. Cycle-accurate simulations for these systems, with a 20%
memory access probability by all cores and an 80% uniform random traffic between all cores in all
chips, are performed following the methodology outlined in detail in Section 5. All packets are broken
down into flow control units (flits) and in our simulations each packet is considered to have 16 flits
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where each flit is 64 bits wide. In Figure 1b we present the throughput per core and packet energy
dissipation of an interposer-based multi-chip system with increasing number of multicore chips. It can
be observed that the throughput per core decreases and packet energy increases with increase in the
number of multicore chips. This indicates the need for an efficient inter-chip interconnection fabric.
In addition, all these interconnect systems require physical links with wires or waveguides which
require complex place and route algorithms for optimal designs. Moreover, photonic waveguides and
rigid interposer platforms limit the range of motion between the individual ICs in the system. Wireless
inter-chip interconnection systems will not have these limitations related to laying out waveguides or
wired interconnects. Therefore, the wireless interconnect will enable system integration on flexible
substrates for wearable electronic system.
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Figure 1. (a) Conceptual view of the interposer system (b) peak bandwidth and energy with respect to
system size.

Research in recent years has demonstrated that on-chip and off-chip wireless interconnects can
establish radio communications within as well as between multiple chips. On-chip antennas with
multi GigaHertz bandwidths in millimeter-wave (mm-wave) bands, specifically, in the unlicensed
60 GHz band, are fabricated and demonstrated [23–26]. Using such on-chip antennas embedded in the
chip [27] or waveguides [28] Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) architectures are shown to improve
energy efficiency and bandwidth of on-chip data communication in multicore chips [29]. Recently,
their feasibility in energy-efficient chip-to-chip data communication has also been investigated [30].
In addition to that, wireless interconnects do not require laying out physical interconnects eliminating
additional place-and-route steps in the design process. Figure 2 shows a multi-chip system with
multicore chips showing the propagation of the radiation for inter-chip wireless communication
without the need for physical waveguides. The cores are interconnected using an intra-chip
interconnection network and routers in the interconnection network are equipped with a wireless
antenna and transceiver to enable the inter-chip wireless interconnects. In this paper, we will discuss
and present the advances in design methodologies, challenges, and opportunities of such wireless
interconnection architectures for of multi-chip systems. We present the state-of-the-art in design
methodologies for topologies, physical layer, MAC, and routing protocols for wireless multi-chip
systems. We will discuss challenges and opportunities in these aspects from a variety of perspectives,
including design, electronic design automation (EDA), testing and qualitative benefits which are
not easily measurable. Finally, we present some paradigm-shifting applications that might be
enabled by high-speed wireless inter-chip communication and the implications of developments
of complementary technologies such as Internet-of-Things (IoT), Industry 4.0, flexible electronic
devices, and neuromorphic computing.
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2. Multi-Chip Interconnection Topology Design

Designing the wireless multi-chip interconnection topology essentially involves determining the
intra-chip interconnection architecture for each chip as well as wireless interface (WI) placement for
intra-chip or chip-to-chip communication. We first discuss the approaches for designing the intra-chip
interconnections followed by the approaches for the inter-chip wireless communication.

2.1. The Intra-Chip Interconnection Design Approaches

Depending on the individual chips in the system, the intra-chip interconnection can be different
and customized for the particular chips. For example, for small SoC chiplets with a few cores a
bus-based interconnect mechanism might be sufficient. However, if each individual chip is large
enough with several cores it might require a NoC for high performance and modular or scalable design.
The intra-chip NoC should be carefully designed in a way that it avoids long multi-hop internal paths
and therefore does not make the intra-chip network a bottleneck for the whole system. Therefore, it is
desired to adopt an intra-chip topology that has small diameter with as well as high reliability. Keeping
the small network diameter in mind, small-world architectures were proposed [31,32] and evaluated
for intra-chip NoCs. Small world graphs are a type of complex network where both short distance
as well as long distance links create a connected graph. It has both high local connectivity as well
short diameters which scales well with size. While irregular topologies have better connectivity and
diameter properties, unequal wire lengths in irregular topologies such as small world networks [32]
make design, implementation, and verification very challenging. Therefore, to avoid complexity
in design, verification and manufacturing of general-purpose multicore processors adopt regular
intra-NoC architectures such as mesh, torus and folded torus [1,2].

As the performance of the multi-chip system also depends on the different traffic patterns,
intra-NoC topology is chosen based on the support needed to handle such traffic. Therefore, for systems
running memory intensive application a concentrated or hierarchical intra-chip topology is adopted to
support multicast/broadcast-based cache coherent messages in the system. As a small amount of such
broadcast traffic can significantly degrade system performance, adopting a concentrated, hierarchical
or small-world topology for such traffic can improve the performance of the NoC compared to a regular
mesh architecture [5,33]. While the intra-chip topology can have a regular, irregular, or concentrated
architecture, different chiplets can implement different intra-chip architectures depending on the
specific task or applications they are designed for. In a homogeneous system, each chip has the same
intra-chip interconnection architectures as well as core architectures. Whereas in the heterogeneous
system the intra-chip interconnection or core can have different architectures in different chips.
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Various intra-chip NoC switch designs have been proposed to enable the variety of architectural
needs of the intra-chip NoCs. These range from multi-cycle switch architectures [34] to low-latency
single cycle ones [35]. Wide and ultra-wide switches enabling wide flit size for high throughputs have
been investigated but are shown to be prohibitively power hungry for ultra-wide flit sizes of higher than
128 bits [36]. Heterogeneous, switch architectures altering between wide and low-latency designs are
proposed for NoCs experiences heterogeneous traffic scenarios. Express virtual channels in switches
have been proposed to bypass intermediate switches once path discovery has been accomplished
with the help of routing have been shown to improve performance of NoCs [37]. A NoC router with
power-gated WIs is proposed in [38] to reduce the power dissipation of the wireless transceivers when
they are not used. However, as shown in [11] the contribution of the intra-chip interconnection for
large multi-chip systems is marginal as throughput and latency of various architectures converge
when the number of chips in the system increases. This is because when the system becomes large
with many chips along with an increase in inter-chip traffic, the chip-to-chip interconnect becomes the
main bottleneck instead of the intra-chip NoC. This makes the choice of the inter-chip communication
architecture paramount in determining the overall performance and energy efficiency. Hence, in the
subsequent section we will focus on the inter-chip wireless topology design.

2.2. The Inter-Chip Wireless Communication Topology

To alleviate the limitations of traditional inter-chip interconnects, WIs need to be deployed in the
multicore chips to realize the inter-chip wireless interconnects. Deployment of the WIs in a wireless
multicore multi-chip system is performed by answering two major questions namely, what are the
appropriate locations of the WIs and what is an appropriate number of WIs for optimum performance?
In the context of intra-chip WiNoCs, several approaches have been taken to deploy WIs optimally.
Two-step nested optimization approaches were adopted in [39] where, in the first step, the location of
the WIs were optimized for a varying number of WIs by using heuristics such as Simulated Annealing
to optimize the average hop-count between cores in the NoC. In the second step, the throughput of
each configuration corresponding to the specific number of WIs with optimal location was compared
to choose the best performing configuration. Alternatively, optimizing Minimum Average Distance
(MAD) of the WiNoCs to achieve optimal WI deployment was proposed in [40]. A Voltage-frequency
Island (VFI)-aware wireless NoC design is proposed in [41]. In [42] a framework for using Machine
Learning to deploy WIs in the intra-chip NoC is envisioned.

The key idea is to deploy the WIs in the chips in the multi-chip system in such a way that we
achieve wireless deployment density that avoids long multi-hop paths between the internal cores and
the WIs. For this purpose, we define the wireless density as the number of cores within each multicore
chip that are serviced by a single WI. However, the exact WI deployment density is a function of various
factors. One of the major factors is the choice of the physical layer and associated Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer. For example, if non-interfering channels are possible by MAC mechanisms
such as Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) on separate non-interfering channels then it
may be suitable to deploy a WI density to fully utilize all the channels possible using the specific
physical layer technology. However, if a single frequency channel is shared among the WIs through
MACs such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) or Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
then the WI density needs to be optimized. The optimization metric can be a metric of interest such as
throughput, latency, or energy consumption. This optimization is necessary as a higher WI density
will improve the connectivity of the fabric, which is expected to improve the performance. However, it
will reduce the access time or share of the bandwidth for each WI due to more WIs sharing the channel.
Further discussion on the dependence of the performance on the MAC and physical layers can be
found later in Section 4.2. In case of mm-wave wireless inter-chip interconnects, the shared mm-wave
physical layer can use a form of TDMA to obtain access to the shared wireless channel. Therefore,
the WI density needs to be optimized such that each WI has a fair share of the channel access while
providing a low average diameter or average hop-count between communicating cores. Figure 3,
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which shows the peak achievable bandwidth and average packet energy as the WI density increases in
a homogeneous 16-chip multi-chip system with each chip having 16 cores connected in a regular mesh
topology. The intra-chip packet transfers occur through the intra-chip mesh wireline links whereas,
the inter-chip data transfer utilizes the inter-chip mm-wave wireless links. The simulations for the
optimization are performed considering both the intra-chip data transfer latency from the cores to the
WIs as well as the latency between the WIs for the inter-chip transfer. The details of obtaining these
models are described when discussing the simulation methodology in Section 5. The characteristics of
the wired links are modeled from global wire characteristics [21] whereas the mm-wave inter-chip are
adopted from [11] in 65 nm technology node. From Figure 3 it is observed that the multi-chip system
has higher peak achievable bandwidth and low energy for a WI deployment density of 1/16 WIs per
core. As each chip has 16 cores, this is the minimum density possible while still ensuring all chips
are interconnecting using the wireless links. For higher WI density the system performance degrades
due to larger starvation time. While Figure 3 gives an example of the optimization, the optimum WI
density in each chip depends on the number of cores in each chip as well as the intra-chip topology
adopted for each chip.
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Figure 3. Multichip system performance vs. WI deployment density.

Optimization through system-level simulation as discussed above requires a priori knowledge
of the expected traffic patterns of the multi-chip system. However, these systems are designed
for embedded platforms or blade servers and are, therefore expected to cater to a wide variety
of applications ranging from multimedia to parallel tasks characterized by benchmark suites like
Parsec [43] or SPLASH-II [44]. Therefore, while a priori knowledge of precise traffic interactions
between cores in multiple chips can result in better optimization, such knowledge may not always
be available at design time, especially for general purpose platforms. On-chip traffic modeling has
been done in [45,46]. However, in the absence of such knowledge about traffic in a multi-chip system,
a uniform random traffic pattern can be assumed at design time, which is generic and captures the
characteristics of both local as well long-distance traffic. This approach has been adopted in the design
of intra-chip WiNoCs [31]. Alternatively, traffic-independent metrics such as average hop-count or
zero-load latency, which is the average latency of a packet in the absence of any other packet in the
interconnection network, can be adopted. Average zero-load latency is a more precise metric compared
to average hop-count, but it does not capture delay due to traffic congestion in absence of traffic in
the network. Therefore, the optimization method for the wireless interconnection fabric needs to
be adopted depending on inter-dependent factors such as whether knowledge of traffic pattern is
available at design-time, the adopted wireless MAC protocol, and the chosen optimization metric.

While the above method is suitable for a shared medium wireless interconnect topology,
directional antennas with specific radiation patterns might govern the exact location of transmitting
and receiving antennas to maximizing antenna transmission gains [47]. The challenging aspect of
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that design is a rigorous analysis of wireless transmission and channel characteristics at relevant
frequencies to determine optimal locations.

3. Physical Layer Design

The physical layer of the proposed wireless communication architecture consists of the mm-wave
communication channel, the antennas, and the transceiver. In this section, we attempt to present
the advancements in understanding and design along the various aspects of the physical layer for
inter-chip communication in multi-chip systems.

3.1. Channel Characteristics

The medium of communication between chips is envisioned to be partially through the air
between the chips and through a stack of silicon/silicon dioxide or packaging and encasement of
the individual chips. Due to the wide variety of materials used in the fabrication of chips even
more diversified by integration of heterogeneous chiplets in a multi-chip system specific channel
models need to be developed to fine-tune consequent antenna and transceiver design. This introduces
challenges in having universal solutions that will fit all environments. The distance between the chips
will be the dominant factor affecting the path loss. For normal out-door and in-door communications,
there are many channel models such as log-normal or Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) model [48]. One important
requirement of channel model is that it should not contain any effects of antennas or circuits. Since, the
on-chip antennas once fabricated are fixed in a dielectric, the usual techniques for removing antenna
effects from channel models such as, compensation with the free-space characteristics of the antenna,
cannot be adopted. This makes removing antenna effects on the channel model for both inter and
intra-chip communication challenging, and we get an antenna-dependent channel model.

In modern processing platforms, chip encapsulant (epoxy mold), substrate (organic, ceramic,
PTFE), underfill (epoxy composites), and other materials are used to securely pack the silicon die
in an end-user package. Therefore, it is required to characterize their complex permittivity i.e.,
dielectric constant and loss tangent in the mm-wave spectrum as in [49]. Furthermore, reflections
from the metallic components in package and encapsulations such as heat-sinks, heat-spreaders,
can cause multipath propagation which may cause delay spreads and therefore, create inter-symbol
interference (ISI). The delay-spread and ISI in these environments also need to be captured with
small-scale channel model for transceiver designs. All these factors make the channel in a multi-chip
environment quite hostile and extreme for wireless communication. Simple path-loss-based channel
models for chip-to-chip wireless communication in mm-wave frequencies are presented in [11,50].
A small-signal channel model for the 3–10 GHz band for inter-chip wireless model was developed
in [51]. A time-domain channel model at 15–24 GHz is presented in [52]. However, specific
frequencies and structures make it difficult to generalize channel models to be used in other frequencies
and scenarios.

In [53] the idea of using quilt packaging to enable direct through-air wireless communication
between antennas is envisioned. Quilt packaging leaves patterns on the die not covered by the
encasement materials, enabling direct radiation into the air, potentially reducing path loss. In [54]
it is noted that the transmission from on-chip antennas mostly remain trapped as surface waves at
the boundary of the dielectric and the silicon substrate of the dies. This reduces loss due to wasted
radiation in space considerably favoring the communication across the dies. Etching waveguides in
heat sinks or metal chucks sitting on top of the dies channeling radiation between transceivers can
provide communication channels between chips. However, waveguides require layout and are not
truly wireless in principle although they may improve power efficiency due to a reduction in path loss.

3.2. High-Bandwidth Antennas

The most important criteria for the antenna is that it should be embedded on a die while
supporting high bandwidths. Therefore, it needs a small footprint, which in turn dictates the choice of
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the carrier frequency as the antenna size is proportional to the wavelength of the carrier. Mm-wave
antennas will have dimensions of the order of a millimeter or less making their footprint acceptable for
on-chip implementations. Moreover, traditional off-chip interconnects such as substrate traces or PCIe
provide multi-gigabit bandwidths. In order to provide an energy-efficient alternative to the traditional
inter-chip interconnects the wireless interconnects must also provide competitive data rates. Therefore,
to enable multi-GHz bandwidths and a small antenna footprint, the minimum carrier frequencies need
to be in the mm-wave range higher than few tens of GHz.

Wireless interconnects using on-chip antennas tuned to mm-wave bands offer a mature
interconnect technology as the antennas can be fabricated using the Back End of Line (BEOL) steps
of CMOS fabrication processes. Many on-chip antennas such as meander dipole, zigzag dipole, slot,
loop, inverted F, bow-tie, and Yagi have been designed and investigated [55]. To enable the inter-chip
wireless interconnection, multiple cores in the chip needs to be equipped with antennas as discussed
in Section 2.2. Therefore, the antennas should be compact enough to fit within the footprint of the core,
which is typically a few square millimeters in current and future technology nodes. Relatively smaller
antennas such as zigzag monopole antenna have been designed [56]. Zigzag monopole antenna
provides a compact size and can be easily fabricated. The mm-wave zig-zag on-chip antennas and their
co-planar waveguide feeds were designed to resonate in the 60 GHz frequency band [11]. Figure 4
shows this antenna with its major dimensions. This antenna has a footprint of about 0.385 mm2.
A co-planar feed structure is chosen for the antenna as it has low losses compared to other feed
structures such as microstrips. A simple model of the chips was assumed without any heat sinks or
complex structures that are typically found in such environments. All the antennas were tuned to
60 GHz with less than −25 dB of return loss and the worst transmission coefficient between the pairs
was found to be around −35 dB [11].
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In addition to the above antenna designs, novel techniques can be used to enhance various aspects
of the antenna characteristics. Compact antennas are generally not very directional. In order to improve
directional gains of on-chip antennas fixed beam log-periodic antennas are also investigated [57].
On the other hand, phased antenna arrays provide the advantage of high directive gain with beam
steering although, with additional feeding circuitry. However, given the wavelengths of a few
millimeters and die sizes of few millimeters across, it is challenging to design antennas arrays to
enable beam-steering for intra- and inter-chip wireless communication. Leaky wave antennas (LWA)
are potentially viable alternatives to phased antenna arrays [58]. The bandwidth of on-chip antennas
can be increased by using a combination of multiple antennas operating at different center frequencies.
This will effectively create multiple frequency bands. Meta-surfaces such as an Artificial Magnetic
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Conductor (AMC), which are periodic structures of elements can be designed in conjunction with
the antennas to enhance the transmission of the on-chip antennas as well [59–61]. These structures
can be used to reflect the antenna transmission outside the die reducing energy penetration into the
substrate. However, the constraints on footprints in the on-chip environment need to be considered
while designing meta-surfaces.

It may be noted that the transmission characteristics and radiation patterns of the antennas need
to be estimated in presence of realistic features such as heat sinks and other structures. However,
due to the variability of the nature of these platforms, it is challenging to formulate a generalized
model suitable for all systems and configurations. Due to inability to isolate the antenna characteristics
from that of the channel due to the antenna being embedded on-die, the wireless channel and antenna
need to be viewed as a unified communication link, necessitating joint optimizations.

3.3. Low-Power Transceivers

Inter-chip wireless links require extremely low energy consumption to be competitive with
high-speed serial I/O and other emerging technologies such as photonic interconnects. The power
consumption in data transmission over wireless medium occurs at the transmitters and receivers.
The choice of the transceiver is dependent on the choice of the physical layer and modulation technique.
In the mm-wave physical layer designs, most research on wireless interconnects adopt simple
modulation techniques such non-coherent On-Off-Keying (OOK) or Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK).
Non-coherent modulations eliminate power-hungry, high-frequency carrier recovery circuits such as
Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) resulting in low power consumption on the transceivers. A few on-chip
mm-wave transceivers have been proposed for wireless interconnects in intra-chip NoCs [27,30,62].
Mm-wave transceivers have the advantage of being CMOS process compatible while providing high
enough data rates for chip-to-chip interconnections. In [63], a 60 GHz Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
transceiver is proposed. However, being a coherent modulation scheme, it requires carrier recovery
circuitry resulting in relatively high-power consumption. Higher mm-wave carrier frequencies can
potentially provide higher data rates. A 20 Gbps OOK transceiver operating at 260 GHz with a bit
energy consumption of 58.65 pJ/bit is designed in 65 nm technology [64]. Due to the low voltage
headroom in advanced technology nodes, the power output of the transmitter would be limited,
therefore, most mm-wave transceivers discussed here are designed in 90 or 65 nm nodes. However,
Fully Depleted Silicon on Insulator (FD-SOI) processes in advanced nodes such as 45 nm or 28 nm
can provide higher power-performance trade-offs due to faster switching transistors [65]. In the
next section, we present a non-coherent OOK transceiver designed at 45 nm for inter-chip wireless
communication in the 60 GHz band.

3.3.1. 60 GHz Transmitter

Figure 5a shows the block diagram of an OOK transmitter consisting of a Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO), modulator and Power Amplifier (PA). In this section, we briefly discuss the design
approaches for these components of the 60 GHz OOK transmitter designed using 45 nm technology.
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Voltage Controlled Oscillator

The VCO is responsible for generating the 60 GHz RF carrier wave for the OOK modulator.
The maximum single-ended voltage swing with minimum phase noise can be achieved by an NMOS
cross-coupled VCO as it has comparatively less phase noise compared to the other oscillators such
as ring or LC oscillator [66]. In the cross-coupled NMOS oscillator shown in Figure 6, the positive
feedback is given via the M1, M2 transistors and the LC tank circuit. The startup time is a critical
part of the oscillator design. To avoid the startup time from limiting the data rate we do not use the
VCO as a modulator. Therefore, the output of the VCO, the Local Oscillator (LO) signal, is coupled to
a separate OOK modulator input via a transformer, X1 with a 1:1 turns ratio to ensure symmetrical
swing at the input of the modulator. We adopt transformer matching technique as it reduces overall
power consumption by eliminating buffers or coupling capacitors.
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OOK Modulator

The proposed modulator is shown in Figure 6. The NMOS M6 works essentially as a pass
transistor. The Base Band signal (BB) is fed into the gate terminal of M6. The BB signal when HIGH
turns on the pass transistor allowing the carrier to pass to the drain of M6 from its source. Similar to
the transformer X1 coupling the VCO to the modulator, another 1:1.5 transformer, X2 is designed to
obtain single ended output from the modulator and for impedance matching of the modulator output
with the input of the PA. NMOS M5 is used to drain the residual charge on the transformer when BB
is LOW.

Two Stage PA

In the transmitter, power amplifier is one of the power-hungry blocks that affects the overall
efficiency of the transmitter. In our design, a two-stage Common Source (CS) topology is used
as it provides high frequency response and larger voltage swing compared to cascode designs.
The two-stage PA proposed in this work is shown in Figure 7. It uses a CS topology with drain-to-gate
transformer-feedback neutralization technique, which creates an additional signal path that neutralizes
the current flow through Cgd [67]. The transformers are formed using inductors at the gate and drain
terminals of M1 (Lg1 and Ld1) and M2 (Lg2 and Ld2) as shown in Figure 7 with coupling factors,
k1 and k2 respectively. The values of the coupling factors are chosen such that they minimize the
reverse transformation Y12 =

Igs
Vds

∣∣∣Vin = 0 of the two stages of the amplifier. The inductor Ld1 and
Ld2 at the drain of the transistors M1 and M2 resonates with the drain capacitance. This increases the
overall gain and bandwidth at the center frequency. Transistor M1 and M2 are biased using a voltage
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divider-based biasing circuit. The output of the power amplifier is matched with 50Ohm by using L
match impedance matching technique.
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Characteristics of the 60 GHz Transmitter

Here, we present the key characteristics of the transmitter as described above. Figure 8a shows
the frequency response of the VCO. From Figure 8a, it can be observed that the VCO is centered at
60 GHz. We simulated the on-off steady state gain of OOK modulator using Cadence Virtuoso analog
design environment (ADE). At 60 GHz the modulator has an “on” and “off” state gain of −3.6 dB and
−81.6 dB respectively as shown in Figure 8b. Therefore, the on-off steady state gain is above 78 dB for
the frequency ranges from 45 GHz to 75 GHz. Figure 9 shows the S11, S22, and S21 for the proposed PA.
The S11 is the ratio of reflected power to the incident power at the input port and is known as reflection
coefficient or return loss. For the proposed PA design the value of reflection coefficient, S11 is found
to be −30.15 dB at 60 GHz. Therefore, we conclude that the input is matched well with the 50Ohm
antenna impedance and hence we find negligible reflections at the input at 60 GHz. Similarly, S22 is
the ratio of reflected power to the incident power on the output port and it is found to be −15.42 dB
at 60 GHz. S21 is the ratio of output power to the input power and represents the power gain for a
well-matched PA. From Figure 9, S21 is found to be 14.48 dB.

The waveform shown in Figure 10 shows the amplified OOK modulated signal at the output of
PA with a pseudo-random sequence of logic 0 s and 1 s at baseband signal input. As demonstrated
9 bits (000111100) are modulated between 1.06 ns and 1.59 ns indicating a data rate of nearly 17 Gbps.
The output waveform indicates a 450 mVpp which translates to −3 dBm output power and is achieved
with a total DC power consumption of 3.9 mW. This implies a bit energy efficiency of 0.23 pJ/bit at
17 Gbps on the transmitter side.
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3.3.2. 60 GHz Receiver

Here, we discuss a 60 GHz receiver proposed in [68] that can demodulate the signal received
over inter-chip wireless interconnect transmitted from the above the transmitter. The Figure 5b shows
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the components of the receiver that consists of a high gain Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) and an OOK
demodulator to demodulate the amplified received signal. The LNA consists of a two-stage CS
configuration as both the Common Gate (CG) and Resistive feedback-based topologies suffer from
Noise Figure degradation due to the occurrence of noisy resistances in the signal path. Moreover,
cascode structures, which are used commonly in low-frequency design for their high gains, are not
suitable for the high frequency application. This is because the parasitic capacitances in the cascode
transistors become dominant at higher frequencies, which reduces the inter stage impedance and
hence, overall gain. The output of the LNA is then matched to the input of the demodulator. Since this
information is modulated with a high frequency carrier signal, the OOK demodulator will exhibit a
Low Pass Filter characteristic, removing the carrier wave and recovering the baseband digital signal.
The proposed OOK demodulator consists of a source degenerated Envelope Detector (ED) at the input
stage and a two-stage Baseband (BB) amplifier at the final output. The received waveform in Figure 11
shows that the receiver is capable of achieving a data rate of 17 Gbps with 12 mVpp at the input.
The total DC power consumption of the OOK receiver is 6.1 mW, which results in a bit energy-efficiency
of 0.36 pJ/bit [68] at a data rate of 17 Gbps. The LNA of the receiver has a Noise Figure of 2.8 dB
making the noise floor −68.7 dB at 300 K for a bandwidth of 17 GHz Therefore, together with the
transmitter the transceiver consume a total of 0.59 pJ/bit operating at 17 Gbps.
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3.4. Link Budget Analysis

In this section, we estimate the Bit Error Rate (BER) that can be sustained by using the TX described
here in typical application environments. We evaluate the BER for a range of path loss from 25 to 50 dB
corresponding to typical intra and inter-chip communication distances [11]. The received signal power
is given by:

PR = PT − PL (2)

Here, PR and PT are the received and transmitted power respectively and PL is the path loss.
At the receiving side we assume a non-coherent OOK receiver as these are most power efficient [68].
Considering Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) at the receiver, the overall Noise Floor, NFloor of
such a receiver is given by,

NFloor = 10 log(kT) + 10 log(BW) + NF. (3)

where, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, BW is the bandwidth and NF
is the Noise Figure of the receiver. We have considered an NF of 2.8 dB for the LNA designed
in [68]. Therefore, from (2) the NFloor of the receiver is −67.8 dBm at 300 K for a BW of 16 GHz.
However, in addition to thermal AWGN, Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) can impact the reliability of
the mm-wave link. Multipath channels existing in such environments as well as bandwidth limitation
of the transceiver, the antennas and the channel, cause ISI. In the absence of thorough multipath
channel models at 60 GHz in multi-chip environments as discussed in Section 3.1, we only consider
bandwidth limited ISI in our link budget analysis. From Figure 10, the transmitter output is 450 mVpp
and 67 mVpp when it is transmitting a ‘1’ and a ‘0’ respectively when measured at the center of the
pulses. Therefore, the on-off ratio of overall OOK transmitter, ROOK is 16.54 dB. Therefore, the value of
bandwidth-limited ISI noise, NISI is dependent on path loss and is given by,

NISI = PT − ROOK − PL. (4)

The received Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) is given by,

SINR = PR −NFloor −NISI (5)

For non-coherent OOK demodulation, the BER is given by [69],

BEROOK =
1
2

exp
(
−1

2
SINR

)
+

1
4

erfc

(√
1
2

SINR

)
(6)

where erfc(.) is the complimentary error function. Figure 12 shows the BER achieved with this TX for
a wide range of path loss values with and without ISI (for comparison). Consideration of multipath
channel models may have a significant effect on this link budget analysis.
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3.5. Impact of Technology Scaling on Inter-Chip Wireless Interconnects

As device geometries continue to scale, the fabrication of two novel transistor structures are
attaining maturity. These are the FinFET and the Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) transistor. Both these
transistors attempt to reduce the channel cross-section and increase the gate electric field ultimately
increasing the switching speed. However, the FinFET is emerging as the device of choice for fast digital
processes whereas, the Fully Depleted Silicon-on-Insulator (FDSOI) processes are emerging as the
device of choice for high-speed analog applications [70]. Therefore, as the technology shrinks with
45 nm SOI, 28 nm SOI and beyond, the power consumption of the mm-wave transceivers is expected
to keep reducing and provide higher data rate efficiency per milliwatt of power. In Tables 2 and 3,
we present the trend in bit energy efficiency of recently designed mm-wave OOK transmitters and
envelope detectors (for OOK receivers) respectively, having comparable data rates at 60 GHz with
technology node scaling. The trends point towards a promising reduction of energy consumption per
bit with technology scaling reaching sub-1pJ/bit at the 45 nm technology node.

Table 2. Performance Comparison of mm-wave OOK Transmitter across technology nodes.

References This Paper [67] 1 [71] 1

Technology node 45-nm CMOS 65-nm CMOS 90-nm CMOS
Carrier Frequency 60 GHz 60 GHz 60 GHz

Modulation OOK OOK OOK
Maximum Data Rate 16 Gb/s 16 Gb/s 10.7 Gb/s
Power Consumption 3.9 mW 19 mW 31 mW

Supply Voltage 1 V 1 V 0.8/1.8 V
RF output P1dB −3 dBm 1.5 dBm 5.1 dBm

Bit-Energy Efficiency 0.24 pJ/bit 1.2 pJ/bit 2.9 pJ/bit
Active-Foot Print N/A 0.077 mm2 0.15 mm2

FoM 2.055 1.19 1.12
1 Post-layout or post-fabrication results.

Table 3. Summary and comparison of the ED across technology nodes.

References [68] [69] 1 [71] 1

Technology 45 nm 65 nm 90 nm
Conversion Gain 16 dB 12.9 dB 16 dB

Carrier Frequency 60 GHz 60 GHz 60 GHz
Required input Power −12 dBm −16 dBm −8 dBm

Max Data Rate 17 Gb/s 18.7 Gb/s 10.7 Gb/s
Power Consumption 1.3 mW 4.6 mW 19.2 mW

Supply Voltage 1 V 1 V 1.2 V
Responsivity 3.15 V/mW 6.1 V/mW 5.89 V/mW

Bit-Energy Efficiency 0.08 pJ/bit 0.25 pJ/bit 0.56 pJ/bit

While the power efficiency per Gbps of data rate can be expected to increase with the progress
of SOI technology nodes, the performance of wireline interconnects, I/O are not predicted to scale at
the same rate [72]. Non-scalable pin size or pitch of solder bumps and balls imposes limitations on
the bandwidth density of inter-chip I/O and will prevent power consumption per Gbps of wireline
communication from scaling significantly. In [73] Global Foundries projects that the percentage of die
area occupied by only analog I/O components would be between 40–60% in the 7 nm node. Therefore,
it is expected that as technology scales and SOI processes develop the power-performance gap between
wireless inter-chip interconnects and traditional wireline interconnects will continue to widen, pushing
the advantage towards the wireless interconnections even more.
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4. Wireless Communication Protocol

The bandwidth for both on-chip as well as off-chip communication is limited by the transceiver
performance and on-chip antenna design. However, adopting efficient wireless medium access
mechanism, suitable flow control and routing protocols can significantly improve the bandwidth
utilization and hence, performance. In this section, we discuss various flow control, routing, and MAC
mechanisms for contention free, reliable, and energy-efficient wireless communication. The goal of the
MAC should also be a seamless integration of the intra-chip and inter-chip wireless data transfer in
order to reduce overheads of protocol transfer across different MACs.

4.1. Flow Control and Deadlock Free Routing

Routing protocols adopted for intra or inter-chip communication in a multicore multi-chip
environment depends on the application and its performance goal. In most NoC-based systems,
wormhole switching is adopted for wireline links in the multi-chip system where data packets are
broken down into flow control units or flits [20]. Wormhole switching is known to reduce the buffering
requirements which makes the switches consume low power and occupy lower area. We advocate
the use of similar routing and switching protocols in both intra and inter-chip data communication in
order to reduce overheads of protocol conversion and make the communication backbone seamless.

An adaptive routing protocol might be preferred for application requiring reliability but
not low latency. While shortest-path routing should be used for application requiring low
latency communication. Another important concern in routing for such environments is deadlock.
Many conventional NoC routing algorithms leverage turn-model routing to achieve deadlock freedom.
Dimension-order routing (DOR) or X-Y routing is an example of a turn-model routing algorithm
for regular NoC architectures like mesh. Tree-based NoCs adopt Least Common Ancestor (LCA) as
a deadlock-avoidance routing methodology. DOR and LCA algorithms have low computational
complexity but are dependent on specific topologies and are not easily generalizable across
multiple kinds of topologies. For irregular NoC architectures such as small-world topologies,
deadlock-avoidance routing such as South-Last [74] and Layered Shortest Path (LASH) [75] have
been proposed. Turn-model-based routing algorithms restrict certain turns to avoid deadlocks and
therefore, may eliminate shortest paths in some cases. Layered routing algorithms such as LASH
can be effective in deadlock avoidance for any arbitrary network topology. However, VC utilization
maybe reduced if separate VCs are reserved for packets in specific virtual layers. Intra-chip WiNoCs
with irregular small-world architectures have adopted LASH-based routing algorithms [76]. Dijkstra’s
algorithm, which extracts minimum spanning tree between any pair of node in a graph provides
shortest path as well as deadlock free routing at the same time [77]. This because Dijkstra’s algorithm
extracts and routes packets over a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) from any regular or irregular
topology. This ensures the paths are shortest possible and the MST being a tree is inherently free
from cyclic dependencies. Only information about next-hop from the MST for every possible final
destination computed at design time is necessary at each switch, typically in the form of a Look
Up Table (LUT). This eliminates the need for non-scalable global routing information and expensive
route computation for every packet. However, the MST-based routing requires relatively higher area
overhead due to the necessity of the LUT with next-hop information.

For multi-chip communication, intra and inter-chip communication should be seamless, and
broadcast or multicast of latency sensitive messages should be given a preference. Broadcast
or multicast traffic is commonly observed in multicore chips which can be generated by cache
coherency and system management control or status update signals. Even a small number of
broadcast/multicast messages can congest the whole interconnection as multiple copies of the same
message are generated to ensure delivery to all destination cores [10,78]. Wireless interconnect has
inherent broadcast capability to handle such broadcast traffic due to the shared wireless channel.
Here we discuss one such possible broadcast routing in brief. Therefore, a forwarding-table-based
routing algorithm over pre-computed shortest paths determined by Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used to
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transfer broadcast messages over the multi-chip communication fabric. To accommodate one-to-many
multicast/broadcast messages encountered in these systems a tree-based routing policy can be chosen.
For multicast packets, the header maintains a list of all destinations of the packet. If the routing paths
for the possible destinations diverge at an intermediate switch, duplicate packets are generated and
routed towards the divergent branches of the routing tree. The list of destinations is also split between
the packets to prevent subsequent repeated splitting for same destinations.

Similar to the multicast messages an explicit list of final destinations can be maintained in the
broadcast packet header. This will be split when the packet is split towards divergent destinations
according to the adopted tree-based routing policy. This approach will require a large amount of
destination information in the header. However, an alternative broadcast messaging protocol may be
adopted where an explicit list of all destinations is not required, reducing the control overhead. In this
case, the broadcast messages are not forwarded from a particular switch if it has already been received
earlier. However, this condition of terminating further downstream flow of broadcast messages will
cause a higher volume of packets compared to the earlier case.

The same tree-based routing strategy used for multicast/broadcast messages, can be used for
unicast messages as well, as it routes messages along shortest paths. In Figure 13 we show the increase
in system bandwidth and reduction in packet energy when wireless interconnects are used for a system
with 4 chips, each having 16 cores, with increasing percentage of broadcast messages. Each chip
is considered to be equipped with one mm-wave WI. The low-latency transmission of broadcast
messages over the wireless links compared to the multi-hop wired paths results in the improvement
of the bandwidth. The presence of long-distance wireless links over a shared wireless channel will
ensure fast delivery of broadcast messages over the multi-chip system thereby dissipating less energy
due to the faster data transfer for both broadcast and unicast messages.
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4.2. Wireless Medium Access Control Layer

The MAC layer acts as an interface between the physical layer and the interconnection routers to
enable chip-to-chip wireless communication. The MAC layer, along with the antenna and transceiver
circuitry, enables the NoC routers to use the wireless channel. A MAC mechanism in this layer
ensures the collision free communication among the switches equipped with wireless interfaces (WIs).
However, adoption of complex MAC mechanisms from macro scale wireless networks is not feasible
for multi-chip platforms due to the strict area, power, and buffer overhead constraints. Hence, design
of simple, low-overhead, and fair MAC is one of the most challenging design tasks for inter-chip
wireless interconnections.

To utilize the full potential of the novel wireless interconnect technology, the MAC should be
distributed, simple, scalable, and efficient. Following these requirements, many MAC mechanisms has
been designed for wireless interconnect fabrics. In [11] a distributed, asynchronous TDMA approach
is proposed as it eliminates the need to synchronize transceivers deployed in different chips that have
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no feasible way of sharing a synchronous clock. If the choice of physical layer enables the use of
multiple frequency channels, Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) can be used with graphene
or Carbon Nanotube (CNT) antennas [31]. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) was proposed for
inter-chip wireless MAC in [32]. To satisfy the performance and energy requirements of the future
multi-chip systems, we advocate the following capabilities of the MAC along with the simplicity,
fairness and scalability.

4.2.1. Smart Channel Access

In addition to basic requirements of providing channel access, we envision the MAC for wireless
multi-chip systems can benefit from some smart features. The smart channel access needs to enable
the WIs to gain channel access and acquire transmission opportunities or bandwidth based on their
traffic demands. This will reduce the bandwidth underutilization by the WIs while transmitting data
over the wireless channel which in turn, will improve the performance of chip-to-chip data transfer.
Such capability is required because the demand of the WIs to access the wireless channel varies both
temporally and spatially [79]. Traffic patterns are observed to be varying in both temporal and spatial
sense in conventional intra-chip NoCs as well [45,80]. This is because traffic interaction between cores in
a many-core chip is often non-uniform and time-varying in nature. The variation is expected to be even
more in a multi-chip system with heterogeneous chips involving multicore CPUs, memory modules
and GPU elements. A uniform channel access will result in waste of transmission opportunities,
which will limit the performance gain achievable utilizing the novel wireless technology. Transmission
opportunities can be in the form of token possession period, number of frequency/wavelength
channels or code channels depending on the MAC mechanism. In [81–83] heterogeneous intra-chip
NoC architectures are proposed. In [79] the authors proposed a simple history-based prediction
mechanism to estimate the traffic demand of the WIs in the context of a single chip wireless NoC.
Then, by allowing the WIs to transmit based on the predicted traffic demand, authors have shown 23%
improvement in energy efficiency for application-based traffic patterns over the wired counterpart.
Hence, we believe exploration of smart access mechanisms enabled MAC is going to be a driving force
to meet the stringent bandwidth and energy requirements of the future multi-chip systems.

4.2.2. Robustness in MAC

With the shrinking feature size of the CMOS technology augmented with on-chip wireless
transmission, the issues of failure in data transmission and single event upsets (SEU) are anticipated to
be significant. Furthermore, the high frequency wireless transceivers are extremely vulnerable to noise.
Such high risks of random failures and vulnerabilities can result in a failure to the MAC mechanism.
This can either degrade the benefits of the novel interconnect technology or corrupt wireless data due
to interference. Hence, to ensure reliable and interference-free wireless communication, the MAC
mechanism should be robust against such failures. To mitigate such failures, authors in [84] proposed a
Token Management Unit (TMU) that can recover from the failures in a token passing MAC mechanism.
The TMU has intelligence about when the token should arrive to which WI, and in case the token is
not possessed by the specific WI within a certain time, the TMU regenerates the token correctly while
avoiding duplication. Such MAC mechanism also can restore the performance benefit of the wireless
interconnect with minimal computation and power overheads.

5. CAD Tools and Simulation Environment

In this section, we will discuss the requirements and progress towards creating simulation
environments for inter-chip wireless interconnections. Simulations are important to enable
proof-of-concept, initial performance analysis and early design decisions. Infrastructure development
at mm-wave frequencies is a very expensive enterprise making simulations even more important.
However, simulation of wireless interconnection requires amalgamation of multiple simulation tools.
At the physical layer, finite element methods need to be adopted to estimate channel characteristics
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or design on-chip antennas. ANSYS High Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) [85] is among the
most popular simulator used for simulation of channel characteristics and transmission characteristics
of antennas. The transmitter and receiver circuits require Electronic Design and Automation (EDA)
tools such as Cadence for design and simulations. RF design kits are required to model the mm-wave
circuit components. Routers and interconnection network switches can be designed also using similar
tools using RTL-level designs and extracting post-synthesis performance parameters using either ASIC
design flows such as Synopsys or FPGA flow such as Xilinx.

Using the characteristics of the antenna, channel, transceiver circuits and routers, system-level
simulators need to be used to capture the performance of the wireless inter-chip interconnection system.
System-level simulators such as Gem-5 [86] or Multi2Sim [87] can be used to simulate multicore
parallel systems even with heterogeneous processors and memory subsystems integrated with a
pre-defined interconnection network. In case the data transport mechanism and switching protocol
in the multi-chip system is same as that of an intra-chip NoC to create a seamless interconnection a
NoC simulator can be extended to evaluate such multi-chip systems. A NoC simulator models the
data flow by considering various simulation parameters and settings required for a specific system
architecture. Although several NoC simulator exist [88–90], they have limited ability to model and
evaluate wireless interconnection fabrics. A wireless NoC (WiNoC) simulator is available in the public
domain [88]. In addition to implementing data flow and estimating various network performance
metrics such as throughput, packet latency and packet energy WiNoC simulators have special features
to simulate a system with specific applications. In [11] a cycle accurate WiNoC simulator has been used
that characterizes the multi-chip architecture and models the progress of the flits over the switches
and links per cycle accounting for those flits that reach the destination as well as those that are stalled.
The WI is modeled as a port connected to the network switches where they are deployed. In [88] the
author presented a configurable, extendible NoC simulator developed in system C that can analyze
the performance and power figures of the both conventional wired NoC as well as emerging WiNoC
architectures. The simulator not only supports synthetic traffic but also supports running application
specific benchmarks under proper mapping. The simulator also supports basic routing algorithm and
provide the flexibility to incorporate new algorithm from users. Figure 14 captures the interaction
between simulators at various levels of abstraction.
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Using the above described simulation flow a wireless inter-chip interconnection fabric is evaluated
for application specific traffic. We consider a wireless multi-chip configuration with 4 multi-core
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processor chips and 4 DRAM memory stacks. The cores are considered to be out-of-order cores with
32 KB of L1 and 512 KB of L2 cache running a Directory-based MOESI cache coherency protocol.
The memory stacks are considered to be 3D stacks with 4 layers on top of a logic layer responsible for
memory addressing. The logic layer in each stack is equipped with a WI which can communicate with
the WIs in the multicore chips. A single WI is deployed at one of the central cores of each multicore chip
achieving the optimal WI deployment density of 1/16WI/core. Applications from the PARSEC [43]
and SPLASH2 [44] benchmark suites are used to evaluate the systems. In order to map these traffic
patterns to the multi-chip environment, we consider multiple threads of the same application kernel
running on the multi-chip system where each processing chip executes a single thread, and the DRAM
stacks are shared among threads. The average packet latency and average packet energy of the wireless
architecture with respect to the interposer-based wire-line counterpart for different application-specific
traffic patterns is shown in Figures 15 and 16 respectively. The latency best represents the performance
in these cases as the interconnection network is not saturated in the steady-state. The reduction in
average packet latency and average packet energy for the wireless multi-chip system varies between
applications due to the variation in off-chip traffic patterns from different memory access patterns.
However, for all application-specific traffic patterns considered here, the performance of the wireless
multi-chip system is better than the interposer-based wireline configuration. The average reduction
in packet latency and packet energy for the wireless multi-chip system is 54% and 45% compared to
the interposer-based system, respectively. This is due to the energy efficient single-hop wireless links
connecting processing chips and memory stacks.
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6. Possibilities of Paradigm Shifts in Computer Design and Methodologies

Interconnects are the main bottleneck to increasing performance of computing systems. Therefore,
a solution to the interconnect problem has the capability to usher in innovative computer system
design paradigms.
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6.1. Non Von Neumann Architectures

For decades the dominant design paradigm for computing systems is the Von Neumann
architecture that can be represented as Figure 17. The memory organization stretches from register
files via multi-level caches to the main memory. Whenever there is a need to access memory that is
farther away from the processor, longer physical distances degrade performance due to interconnect
bottleneck. However, if the wireless interconnection system is adopted the data rate in the interconnect
is independent of physical distance. Therefore, distant memories come virtually close to the processor.
Therefore, programs and executions can be agnostic of the spatial locality of the data and/or
instructions, ultimately resulting in eliminating the need for multi-level caches. An alternative to
traditional Von Neuman architecture is envisioned in [91] where, in-memory computation is advocated
to mitigate the cost of moving data as it is the most expensive atomic task. Such a system might
need broadcast of instructions to various parts of the memory that contains the data. Shared medium
wireless interconnections transferring and broadcasting instructions from instruction memory to data
memory can enable in-memory computation more efficiently as well.
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6.2. Wafer Testing Made-Easy

Manufacturing testing is one of the most expensive and time-consuming steps in IC and system
integration. After manufacturing, the wafers first go through the wafer testing to check functional
defects by applying the special test vectors. Wafer-level testing presents huge challenges to high
fault-coverage due to severely restricted controllability and observability, especially for complex
Systems-on-Chips (SoCs) or multicore processors. After wafer testing, pre-packaged chips are cut
and tested, packaged, and retested to undergo packaging test to check if the package induced defects.
Finally, the packaged dies that pass the packaging test are then assembled onto a substrate such as a
PCB board to make the final product, and the product level testing is done to check the interconnections
and the assembly process. As a result, it is very important to catch defects at the early stages of the
life cycle of a chip to save cost and ensure quality. This wafer-testing is an important but a very
challenging step due to lack of controllability and observability of an uncut die. Hence, traditionally
wafer-level testing is restricted to basic tests using probes. The probe needles come in physical contact
with the wafer and can cause damage to the wafer due to the stress applied by the probes and it can
also affect the packaging, assembly, and long-term reliability. Further probe needles require frequent
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cleaning as they can accumulate debris on them and that causes contamination of needles which can
lead to increase in contact resistance. The idea of reusing the NoC infrastructure as the Test Access
Mechanism (TAM) for multicore SoCs to eliminate additional hardware overhead is proposed in [92].
Contact-less wafer testing has been proposed using capacitive coupling-based interconnects [93].
However, capacitive or inductive coupling requires close proximity of the test-bed to that of the chip
and due to the footprint of on-die capacitors or inductors are not capable of providing sufficiently
low-latency TAMs to deliver high volume test data for achieving high fault coverage. On-chip wireless
transceivers can receive test data from an external equipment such as an Automatic Test Equipment
(ATE) which will also be equipped with a wireless transceiver to send and receive test data and
response respectively. This wireless TAM architecture is shown in Figure 18. Depending on the speed
of the chosen physical layer and MAC efficiency, test data can be delivered at high rates to uncut dies
in the wafer without requiring physical contact. The controllability and observability can be improved
to the desired degree by deploying the wireless transceivers to receive and transmit test data at the
required granularity or density.
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The same wireless transceivers can also be used as part of the TAM [94] for testing of cut and
packaged dies as well. On-chip wireless interconnects have been envisioned and investigated for
several years now. This on-chip wireless interconnect can be used to communicate with an ATE
equipped with a transceiver operating at the same frequency and uses a MAC integrated with the
other wireless nodes in the chip. Therefore, inter-chip wireless interconnect can be used for testing cut
and packaged dies as well, to provide a low-latency and energy-efficient TAM.

6.3. Enabling Voltage/Frequency Boundary Crossing

As the wireless interconnection virtually increases the proximity of the distant chips where the
different chips can be functionally heterogeneous from different designers or vendors, they will most
likely operate at different voltages and frequencies. Additionally, due to ubiquitous mechanisms
for power management such as Digital Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS) even the same chip in
the system or the same island on a chip can operate at different voltage-frequency operating points.
Typically, crossing voltage-frequency boundaries require clock domain synchronization or voltage
conversion circuits resulting in overheads. In case of wireless transceivers, the serializer/deserializer
(SERDES) buffers that convert the parallel data into serial form for transmission and vice versa for
reception can operate in the voltage and frequency of the island they are in, thereby eliminating the
need for separate synchronizers or voltage conversions. This enables simplifications of the design,
EDA tools and verification or testing process as well. The designers only need to ensure that the
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SERDES buffers can operate reliably within the operating voltage-frequency range of their islands
or chips. The analog parts of the transceivers however, need to be powered by the voltages for
which they are designed and characterized which can be different from those of the islands. This can
be achieved in modern SoCs without overheads due to the presence of multiple voltage rails for
standard power management techniques. If the analog transceivers are operated at different voltages
their characteristics can change significantly affecting the reliability and link budget of the wireless
interconnects. In absence of such power rails, the transceivers need to be characterized with the
available power supply to evaluate their operating limits of speed and reliability. Lower voltages
may force a reduction in transceiver data rate, but this may be acceptable in a voltage domain with
lower supply.

7. Qualitative Benefits of Wireless Interconnects: Flexibility, Quick Design and Time to Market

Besides the quantitative benefits discussed so far, there are some qualitative benefits of adopting
wireless interconnections for chip-to-chip communications. Primary among the qualitative benefits is
the fact that there is no need for the layout of physical interconnects, neither metallic nor optical fibers.
This implies that the designs will be more flexible and modular. Therefore, systems can be designed in
a plug-and-play manner where the interconnect routing and placement will not impose additional
constraints on the system design. Eliminating interconnect place-and-route procedures for large and
complex systems can result in significant reduction in design, test, and verification times. Chiplets
equipped with wireless transceivers can be just integrated on a physical platform without the need for
physical interconnect layout, thus simplifying the design and integration process. This will reduce
time-to-market for multi-chip systems, potentially reducing cost.

Due to the absence of physical layouts of interconnects the integration is possible between chips
or components on a flexible substrate such as a polymer [95]. Bio-medical devices, smart watches
and augmented vision devices are a few examples where wireless interconnects can eliminate the
constraints of rigid platforms such as FR4 boards and interposers. This is suitable for wearable
electronic gadgets where ICs on a flexible substrate can have relative motion between them. However,
evaluation of the communication links in these specific systems are needed to enable their adoption in
this case.

8. Comparison with Other Emerging Interconnect Technologies

In the last few years, several alternative interconnect technologies have been envisioned for novel
intra-chip and inter-chip communications. 3D integration using TSVs is a methodology for stacking
multiple active dies to reduce the planar distance between them. Dense TSVs over short vertical
distances can provide high data rates between multiple dies for low power consumptions. However,
3D integration with TSVs require precise alignment of dies to avoid structural damage to the TSVs.
Moreover, due to the reduced footprint of 3D ICs, the power dissipation density and temperature of
3D ICs can be very high requiring sophisticated cooling mechanisms such as microfluidic channels [18].
As an alternative to 3D integration, 2.5D integration has emerged more recently. In 2.5D integration,
a substrate board or a silicon interposer is used to integrate the various chips in the system, which
may include 3D stacks of memory subsystems [96]. The interposer itself is a recent technology where
a relatively large bare silicon die with metal routing layers provides interconnection between the
chips attached to it [15]. This reduces the stringent demands on the fabrication technologies of the
3D processes such as die alignments. However, the system performance is limited by the bandwidth
density and on-die global wire characteristics of the interposer.

Chip-to-chip photonic interconnects have emerged as another enabling technology for high
bandwidth interconnections [13]. In [97] the authors report the design of a large-scale microprocessor
with 70 million transistors that are capable of communicating using light using fabrication CMOS
manufacturing processes without any special steps for the silicon-photonic devices. A chip-to-chip
monolithically integrated photonic interconnects is proposed in [98]. A unified inter and intra-chip
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optical interconnection networks are discussed in [99]. In the photonic multi-chip system, the inter-chip
communication happens through high bandwidth photonic interfaces. However, photonic interconnect
poses many new challenges such as huge static power consumption, particularly due to the on-chip
laser sources. The laser source used for optical signal generation typically has very low efficiency and
are difficult to fabricate using SOI technology [100]. The micro-ring resonators used in the optical
interconnect architectures needs thermal tuning as its wavelength selectivity varies with temperature.
Moreover, the photonic signal cannot be buffered directly and therefore requires electrical conversion
and hence introduce electro-optic conversion delay.

RF-Interconnects with microstrip waveguides were proposed to provide data freeways in
intra-chip NoCs as well as chip-to-chip communications [28,101]. The Zenneck surface wave
interconnect (SWI) is an emerging interconnect which is essentially an inhomogeneous 2D
electromagnetic wave (EM) supported by a surface. The surface is a designed waveguide that traps
the EM in two dimensional media [54]. As a result, the electrical-field decay rate in the SWI from the
source horizontally along the boundary is around (1/

√
d) where d is the distance from the source [54].

This low power dissipation allows the SWI to offer relatively linear Joules per bit scaling compared to
the higher order scaling of regular global buffered wire interconnects. However, though the surface
wave interconnect provides energy efficient multicast/broadcast message transmission the surface
itself needs to be designed carefully to match the desired impedance. Therefore, designing such surface
with precise dimension and material is very challenging. Moreover, making the surface wave incident
at the required Brewster angle for maximum transmission efficiency requires additional transducer
and hence increase the complexity.

THz band communication using Graphene or Carbon Nanotube (CNT)-based antennas [102–105]
has drawn much attention for intra and inter-chip communication as it provides low energy and
high bandwidth. Surface Plasmon Polariton resonance in the specific Graphene-based structures can
emit photons in the THz bands as a result of electronic pulse excitation [106]. Single walled metallic
CNT structures have been shown to operate as dipole antennas when excited by a light source such
as a laser source [103]. By controlling the length of the CNT elements, they can be tuned to specific
frequencies making it suitable to employ Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) as the medium
access mechanism. This can create multiple non-overlapping THz channels greatly improving the
interconnect bandwidth. Wireless NoCs utilizing CNTs for intra-chip communication have been
proposed in [31]. Arrays of THz antennas based on Graphene have been proposed in [104]. A survey
of THz based on Graphene has been presented in [105]. Graphene THz antennas have been used for
broadcast enabled wireless NoCs [10]. While THz wavelengths are known to suffer exponential path
loss due to molecular absorption for specific frequencies, the inter-chip distances being below 1 m
will have negligible absorption [104,107]. Moreover, the multi-chip system can be packaged inside a
controlled environment to reduce or eliminate specific molecules to mitigate the effect of molecular
absorption if necessary.

Table 4 presents comparisons between various alternative inter-chip interconnection technologies
in terms of qualitative advantage, disadvantage as well as energy/bit for a single point-to-point
link and physical bandwidth per channel. The energy and bandwidth numbers vary depending
upon design and implementation technologies. However, the numbers in Table 4 represent specific
designs and implementations which are used for system-level comparative evaluation. Figure 19
shows the average packet energy and average bandwidth per core at network saturation for various
interconnection technologies discussed here considering 65 nm technology node characteristics.
We have considered a system with 4 multicore chips each with 16 cores in them and 4 memory
stacks with 4 layers in each. In each multicore chip, the 16 cores interconnected with a mesh-based
wireline NoC. For all the interconnect technologies, the memory stacks are connected to the I/O
modules of the processing chips through 4 channels each consisting of 128 bit (assuming µ-bump
pitch of 50 µm and 10 mm die edge) [96] wide channel operating at 1 GHz. Hence, this wide I/O
provides a total bandwidth of 128 Gbps per channel with its neighboring processing chip with an
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energy consumption of 6.5 pJ/bit [96]. The 4 channels of the HBM memory are connected with this
wide I/O to the adjacent 4 cores along the boundary of the adjacent chips. For the conventional
I/O-based system we have considered an architecture where a middle core along an edge is connected
to its counterpart on the nearest edge of the adjacent chip. The high speed serial I/O channels
are adopted from 65 nm designs and are shown to have a bandwidth of 15 Gbps with an energy
consumption of 5 pJ/bit [108]. As analog I/O circuitry do not scale well with technology node these
parameters are representative of current technology trends [73]. For the mm-wave wireless multi-chip
system we have considered the inter-chip communication to utilize the mm-wave transceivers that are
located at one of the central cores of each chip achieving a WI density of 1/16 WI/core. This design
principle is adopted from the discussion on topology selection in Section 2.2. In the photonic multi-chip
system, the inter-chip communication happens through high bandwidth photonic interfaces. To make
all the systems comparable, we consider one photonic interface at each chip at the same location
as the WIs. We connect these interface switches through a single waveguide. For our experiment,
we consider one waveguide with 8-way Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) channels to
each enable concurrent Single Write Multiple Read (SWMR) communication between the 4 photonic
interfaces using two WDM channels per link. As a representative of the THz band communication,
we consider CNT-based nano-antennas. We adopt FDMA to enable concurrent communication among
wireless nodes envisioning the use of CNT antennas tuned to different frequency bands [31]. To model
the THz wireless multi-chip system for comparative evaluations, we consider the same system where
the mm-wave transceivers are replaced at the central cores with CNT-based transceivers. A separate
FDMA channel is reserved for each pair of communicating chips via their central cores. These systems
are simulated using the cycle-accurate simulation methodology discussed in Section 5. Uniform
random traffic is used with 20% packets generated from all cores being memory accesses. The memory
accesses are randomly distributed among the memory stacks to emulate a shared memory system.
From Figure 19 it can be seen that all the emerging technologies improve the performance compared
to the conventional I/O-based system. Furthermore, mm-wave wireless technology outperforms the
interposer-based system as it provides direct single-hop paths between internal cores of the chips.

Table 4. Advantage and disadvantages of various integration and interconnection technology.

Interconnect/
Integration Technology Advantage Disadvantage Energy/Bit (pJ/Bit)

at 65 nm Tech

Physical
Bandwidth Per
Channel (Gbps)

2D (I/O) Matured technology and
reliable communication.

Large latency and higher
energy dissipation. 5.0 [108] 15 [108]

2.5D Reduced cost and
improved yield.

Number of device integrated is limited by
interposer size. Challenges of metallic

interconnects persist.
~0.2 pJ/bit/mm [21] 1–3 [21]

3D Low latency and high
bandwidth communication.

Higher heat dissipation density and less
reliable TSV-based fabrication. 0.125 [109] 80 [109]

RF-I Multi-band RF interconnect. Requires physical waveguide design. 1 pJ/bit [101] 1 4.0 [101]

Photonic High bandwidth and low
energy consumption.

Thermal variation on the chip potentially
resulting in lack of tuning of electro-optic

devices. Fabrication of Integrated laser
sources for carrier generation in

SOI processes.

0.43 [13] 10 [13]

Wireless (mm-wave)
CMOS compatible, single

hop, energy
efficient communication.

Limited physical bandwidth. Requiring
architecture design to maximize

bandwidth utilization.
2.075 [67] 16 [67]

Wireless (CNT—THz band) High bandwidth and ultra-low
energy consumption.

Fabrication and CMOS integration of CNT
with desired properties is challenging. 0.48 [31] 10 [31]

1 Value is in 45 nm technology node.

The mm-wave wireless interconnection outperforms the wired systems. However, the photonic
and CNT-based systems perform better than the mm-wave technology due to higher channel capacity
of optical and THz bands. The main limitation of the mm-wave wireless interconnection is the relatively
less channel capacity of mm-wave bands compared to photonic waveguides using WDM. However,
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the THz wireless inter-chip interconnections with CNT antennas can provide comparable performance
to that of silicon photonics and has the advantage of not requiring physical layout of waveguides.
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Figure 19. Performance Comparison for the 4C4M system using emerging technologies.

9. The Scope of Inter-Chip Wireless Interconnect with Advancements in Orthogonal
Technologies Such as IoT, Industry 4.0, Wearable Electronics and Neuromorphic Computing

The world of IC design and communication is evolving at a rapid pace and several new directions
seem to be emerging clearly, namely, IoT, Industry 4.0 and Neuromorphic Computing.

9.1. Fusion of Inter-Chip Wireless Interconnects with IoT

With IoT, fifty billion devices are predicted to be connected to the Internet by 2020 [110].
Chip-to-chip wireless interconnects can provide a seamless interconnection infrastructure to directly
integrate chips into the IoT. One way of achieving this is to integrate the MAC of the inter-chip wireless
transceivers with that existing in the IoT. The emerging IEEE802.11ad, IEEE802.11ay standards and
compatible transceivers, modems, and MAC units, if integrated on the chip can connect chips directly
to the IoT eliminating multi-level communication hierarchies thereby reducing significant overheads.
Thus, using wireless inter-chip interconnects, it is possible to interconnect chips to IoT directly and
efficiently. However, a challenge is expected to stem from the fact that the IEEE802.11 standards are
developed for home WiFi environments target sparse network usage. Typically, they employ carrier
sense approaches which are not scalable to many concurrent links. On the other hand, inter-chip
interconnections require dense interconnects and high bandwidth. Therefore, novel MACs and
standards need to be developed to enable this fusion of inter-chip wireless communication and IoT.

Wearable electronic devices such as smart wearable displays, watches, health monitoring
equipment and vision devices are forming an integral part of modern IoT as all such devices will
be equipped with IoT connectivity in the near future. These devices require integration of multiple
ICs on a flexible substrate [111]. The design of active circuits and antennas on a flexible substrate
require novel innovations in materials, circuit design as well as antenna design [112–114]. Due to
constant bending of the substrate platform physical metallic wires could easily suffer from wear and
tear. Therefore, inter-chip wireless interconnects can be used for power-efficient multi-chip integration
without requiring physical waveguide-based interconnections.

9.2. Applicability of Inter-Chip Interconnects in Industry 4.0

Modern industrial revolution is seeing an increasing push towards automation, use of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and novel methodologies to combine manufacturing and material movement. Industry
4.0 will require automated and connected industrial elements such as material handling agents, robots,
and sensing apparatus [113]. Robotic arms and material handling agents such as fork lifts have parts
that need to communicate across moving joints and those with relative motion. Video sensors to aid in
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localization of robots require capturing high-speed video feeds and transmitting them via high-speed
cables to compute nodes. Cables hinder range of motion of robotic elements. Using short-range high
bandwidth wireless interconnects video feeds from sensor cameras can be sent across moving parts to
the computational elements inside chips directly. Modern and future 3D printing devices have robotic
arms with moving parts similar to material handling agents. Wireless inter-chip connectivity between
sensors, actuators and microcontrollers in 3D printers can also provide a low-power alternative to
cables while increasing the range of motion between the parts with relative motion.

The future of material handling is going to include small-scale distributed warehouses in urban
centers and material handling agents that are small and are able to move only light packages such as
drones [114]. The weight and power budget on such agents will be more stringent than on larger agents
such as forklifts. High-speed communication cables for communication between sensors and controller
or compute nodes are generally metallic and can be heavy depending upon the required length.
These can be eliminated by using wireless short-range communication. Therefore, short-range wireless
interconnections have the potential of reducing the power requirement of small-scale distributed
material handling agents such as drones or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). In addition to providing
a high speed communication channel, using the unlicensed 60GHz mm-wave frequency, indoor
localization of autonomous industrial agents such as robots have been investigated. Mm-wave
frequencies enable high-precision localization in the order of a few millimeters, which is impossible to
achieve using lower frequency radar technologies [115].

9.3. Inter-Chip Wireless Communication in Neuromorphic Computing

Neuromorphic Computing enabling deep learning is emerging as the computation backbone
for many applications [116]. Deep learning neural networks require several layers of artificial
neurons where the number of interconnections between neurons scale exponentially with increase
in the number of layers [117]. Typically, the neurons have a degree of connectivity in cortical
networks in the order of 10,000. Therefore, traditional interconnection methodologies with physical
interconnects will be incapable of realizing this kind of networks. Moreover, the communication
between neurons in different layers need to be reconfigurable where a neuron communicates with
different neurons at different times. Therefore, wireless interconnections render themselves most
suitable for creating the communication backbone for such deep neural networks with reconfigurable
interconnections. While the IBM TrueNorth [118] is among the most notable examples of neuromorphic
chip, true computation power will require the integration of multiple neuromorphic chips to provide
the scalability. In that case, the chip-to-chip interconnection network will become a bottleneck. This is
because each individual chip will be neuromorphic, providing the performance per watt similar to the
human brain while the communication between the chips will use traditional interconnect mechanisms.
Therefore, novel inter-chip interconnections utilizing reconfigurable wireless links will provide the
flexibility and scalability in performance needed for multi-chip neuromorphic computing platforms.
Thorough investigation of the specific deep neural network will aid in determining the required
data rates and power envelopes, thereby guiding the design choices for the wireless interconnection
architecture including topology, physical layer, and MAC.

Thus, IoT, Industry 4.0 and Neuromorphic Computing present new opportunities for chip-to-chip
wireless interconnections. However, these new paradigms may introduce their own challenges.

10. Challenges of Inter-Chip Wireless Interconnects

Beyond the opportunities discussed so far, there are several challenges of realizing an inter-chip
wireless interconnection network. One such challenge is the security and privacy of data exchange
over the wireless inter-chip interconnection, which needs to be ensured. While hardware security
and trust are gaining importance among researchers [119,120] the inter-chip wireless introduces new
challenges regarding security and privacy in chip-to-chip communication. Wireless communication
between the chips in the multi-chip system can suffer from two imminent security threats namely,
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eavesdropping and malicious data transfer. Eavesdropping can be done by a receiver tuned to the same
frequency channel if the receiver is powerful enough to adequately amplify the signal. On the other
hand, a malicious transmitter tuned to the same frequency can send unauthenticated malicious data
flooding the interconnection ultimately causing Denial-of-Service (DoS). DoS-resilient wireless NoC
architecture has been proposed [119]. In [120] authors present a mechanism for secure communication
in wireless intra-chip NoCs. These techniques need to be evaluated for their application in multichip
wireless interconnection networks. However, in multi-chip systems, the chances of such security
threats can be mitigated by isolating the wireless interconnection system inside a metal package or case.
However, in the absence of such possibility, the system needs to be protected against eavesdropping
and unauthenticated messaging. For this, cryptographic and authentication solutions need to be
investigated. Security and privacy measures existing in the larger system such as the IoT can be
adopted for the on-chip wireless transceiver to equip the inter-chip wireless communication with a
seamless security and privacy platform.

Another challenge stems from the fact that wireless bandwidth is a limited resource. In any
wireless band, the total spectral range is specific and limited. Unlike wireless interconnects,
the throughput of wireline links cannot be increased by tracing parallel wires to increase the
bus-width. Such a technique is not possible in a shared medium interconnect system such as wireless
interconnections. However, the data rate over wireless channels can be increased by adopting higher
order modulation schemes. If each symbol represents multiple bits, the data rate over the wireless
channel can be increased several times. However, the transceiver design for higher order modulation
schemes will be more complicated and will, therefore, consume higher power compared to simple OOK
transceivers. Carrier recovery circuits to implement coherent modulation schemes such as PLLs at
high mm-wave frequencies are extremely power hungry [121]. Depending on the power-performance
targets of the system appropriate modulation schemes need to be chosen. A design approach could be
to have several modulators and demodulators in each transceivers to be selectively chosen depending
on the data rate requirements of the system or of specific connections depending on applications
or environments.

11. Conclusions

With ever increasing scale, complexity, and functionality in future high-performance computing
nodes with multiple chips, the communication infrastructure is considered to be the dominant
performance determinant. In this paper, we have discussed the advances and challenges of
inter-chip wireless interconnects as communication backbone for multi-chip systems. Chip-to-chip
wireless interconnect has the potential to introduce an energy efficient, high bandwidth unified
communication architecture for homogeneous, heterogeneous and memory intensive multi-chip
systems. Moreover, in future such communication architectures can introduce paradigm shifts in
chip-memory communication and chip testing because of its inherent single hop and broadcast
capability. In a broad sense, the multi-chip wireless interconnect architecture can be considered as
the foundation of thriving future technologies such as the IoT where complex computing platforms
maybe seamlessly integrated to both take advantage of and provide support the IoT-based systems.
Other disciplines such as Neuromorphic Computing and industry 4.0 can also benefit from low-power
high-speed wireless interconnects.
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